Abstract. We show that for X compact T2: (i) d( X) « s( X) ■ F( X); (ii) if the pair (k, F( X)) is a caliber of X then w( X) < k.
In this note we follow the notation and terminology of [1] . In particular, we let F(X) denote the smallest cardinal k such that |5|< k for any free sequence S C X.
Theorem 1. If X is compact T2 then d(X) < s(X) ■ F(X).
Proof. Let us put s( X) ■ F( X) = k. Given any nonempty open set U E X we can choose a family Q(U) of open Fa sets in X such that U -UQ(U). But X does not contain discrete subspaces of cardinality k+ , hence, e.g. by 2.13 of [1] , there is a subfamily 9>(U) E G(U) and a subset S(U) C U such that |<S(i/)|< k, \S(U)\*z k and U E U<S(I/) LIS(U). We may thus pick a point/? E X\Y. Then for every a E k there are Ga E 6£>(Wa) and na E co such that p E Fa = Fc"° C Ga. Let us put, for a E k, Za={Fß:ß^a) U {X\Gß: a < ß < k} .
We claim that 2a is centered. Indeed, if 2 E [%J<U, then (!%¥= 0 follows by an easy induction on the number of the A" NG^'s in 2 from our above construction. Since the members of 2a are closed and nonempty, we can pick for each a E k a point pa E D2a. But then {pß: ß E a} E X\Ga and {pß: ß E k\<x} E Fa; hence {Pß:ßEa} n {Pß:ßEK\a} = 0.
This, however is a contradiction since {pa: a E k} is a free sequence in X of size k s= F( X). Hence our proof is completed. Theorem 1 is a strengthening of Sapirovskii's result saying that d(X)^s(X)-t(X) + for X compact T2, since, as is well known (see e.g. [1, 3.12]), for X compact T2 we have F( X) = t( X). However the proofs of this given in [3, 4 or 1] do not seem to be modifiable to yield our result for the case in which s(X) ■ F(X) = F(X) = k is a singular cardinal. That this case is of some independent interest is shown by the following result that solves a problem raised in [2] (and answered there only partially even for the case cf(/c) «s co,).
Corollary. // X is compact T2, k is a singular cardinal, and tr(Y) < k holds for each subspace Y E X with | F|< k, then ii(X) < k as well (or in the terminology of [2] there are no compact T2 K-examples).
Proof. Clearly X may have no discrete subspaces of cardinality k. Hence we have d(X) =s s(X) ■ F(X) < k. But if Y E X is dense with | Y\< k, then by our assumption and 2.7 of [1] , -n(X) = -n(Y) < k.
To formulate our next result we recall that a pair (k, X) of cardinals is said to be a caliber of a space A" if for every family {G¿: £ E k} of nomempty open sets in X there is a set A E k with \A \= X such that D {G^: i¡ E A} ¥= 0. Theorem 2. // X is compact T2 and the pair (k, F(X)) is a caliber of X, then tt(X)<k.
Proof. Since the proof is quite similar to, but actually even simpler than, that of Theorem 1, we give only a sketch. We can write Wa= U {F"":«Gco},
where the Fa" are closed Gs sets in X. Now, ®a is defined as the set of all nonempty finite intersections of members of the family U {%: ßEa}ö {X\Wa} U {Fa": « G co}.
Clearly, | ©J«| a | -fco.
Considering the family {Wa: a E k) and using that, with X = F(X), the pair ( k, X ) is a caliber of X, we can find a set A E k with | A \ = X such that D {Wa:a EA} ¥= 0 . is centered, and if pa E D2a for a E A, then [pa: a E A) is a free sequence in X of size X -F(X), a contradiction. This completes the proof. In [5] Sapirovskii proved that if t(X)+ is a caliber of a compact T2 space X then 7r(A") < t(X). Since F^A") =e F(A")+ = t(X)+ and, moreover, if F(A")+ is a caliber of X, clearly so is the pair (F(A")+ , F(X)) as well, this result is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.
